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Abstract :

The multi-fragment production of the systems Kr+(Ag,Au,Th) is studied

at 43 A.MeV. Heavy fragments (Z > 6) were identified in coincidence by 4ir

arrangment of low threshold detectors. Up to six fragments have been detected

per event. An analysis based on relative velocities between the detected frag-

ments allowed us to separate peripheral reactions from central collisions. For

the central events large transverse energy values, clue for dynamical effects, are

observed for Au- and Th-system.

Experiment performed at GANIL



1. Introduction
»

Whatever the beam velocity, low and intermediate energy heavy ion coUi- . j

sions are dominated by damping proceMes where the incident energy if partly or J

fully transformed into excitation energy. Depending on the projectile velocity,

the total kinetic energy and the projectile plus target mass ratio which govern

the dynamical processes involved in the collision, the so-transformed energy may

be found under various forms. In the low energy region the damped energy is

stored in thermal and rotational form but as the projectile sise and velocity

increase, compression»! form begins to appear. The signatures of these energy I

storage modes have to be deduced from the properties of the decay of the excited

nuclear matter states formed during the collision. Heavy-ion collisions allow to

study not only dynamical effects as a function of the temperature, pressure and

angular momentum, but also the decay modes for a large range of excitation

energy.

In the GANIL energy range (25 - 1 0 0 MeV/*), the maximum excitation

energy which may be deposited varying between 8.25 and 25 MeV/*. A large

fragment production has already been evidenced (*) and we may assume, extrap- . ,

olating the Plastic Ball experiments (3), that the fragments will play a dominant

, , role compared to light particles. They are of great interest in the study of heavy-

' ions collisions : ' '

- Their presence is a rough test of the limit reached by the excitation energy, , v

x it indicates that the nuclear matter has not totaly vaporised.

^ - Rather than light particles they are remnants of the primary interaction.

Their characteristics are thus strongly correlated to the dynamics of the collision.

- They are generally characterized by N/Z> 1 whereas the light charged

particles are dominated by protons. Therefore an analysis based upon fragments

detection will take into account a larger part of involved matter as compared

to a light charged particle detection system. Their detection is thus needed,

especially when dealing with heavy systems. - ,

The experiment presented here was performed at GANIL with an arrange-

ment of detectors of heavy fragments covering a large solid angle (50% of Ait).

The detection system measured charges, angles, and velocities of fragments emit- * *- <

ted in 43 MeV/u Kr-ion collisions on Ag-, Au-, and Th-target.

Analysis of the results of such detection system leads us to unusual methods
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; ' or parameters for this energy range to evaluate the impact parameter and to look

'•. ' for equilibrated or unequilibrated decay modes of excited systems. ;
In the first part we shall present the detection system and the first results. J

Then a method, based on fragment relative velocities, will be developed to sep-
arate peripheral collisions from central ones. In the following we shall lay the
stress on central detected events the characteristics of which will be presented.
A Monte Carlo code will be used to show that experimental thresholds do not
affect used global variables.

The aim, in publishing this paper, is twofold : at first to present the global
results concerning an exclusive production and analysis of fragments in such I
a way that they may be usable for anyone interested and then to give a first
evidence about non isotropic emission of fragments which might be a. signature

- — of compressions! effects during the interaction.

2. Experimental description

The experiments! setup, shown in figure 1, was based on three multidetectors
operating in the large vacuum chamber NAUTILUS at GANIL.

The first two (XYZT (') and DELF (*)) constitute an ensemble made of
t I 30 (12 and 18 respectively) parallel plate avalanche counters (PPAC) with local-

I, ization, each followed by a longitudinal field ionisation chamber, able to detect !
\ heavy fragments with atomic number Z>6. XYZT can identify with full ef- \
V wx ficiency heavy ions, in the 3°-30* angular range, characterised by Z>8 and a

N̂  . velocity |v| >3.0 cm/ns (4.7 MeV/u). In the remaining covered space (30M50*
angular range), DELF is able to identify with full efficiency heavy fragments

\ ^ characterized by Z>10 and |v| >0.5 cm/ns (0.13 MeV/u). The measured pa-
rameters of observed ions are Z, whose identification is done according to the
energy loss-time of flight method, and the velocity vector v.

The third multidetector is a wall of 96 plastic sdntillators (the "MUR") (*)
capable to identify in the forward direction (2*-25* angular range) light particles ,

' (Z=l,2,3,4) with a velocity threshold of 5 cm/ns. '
The experiment trigger was a multiplicity requirement among the 30

avalanche counters (i.e. among the detected heavy fragments). To avoid spun- * *-*
ous triggers due to electron contamination and random coincidences, thin targets
(500 fig /em2) and low intensity beam were used. The estimated number of pro-
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jectile ions is 10 for each burst (1 ns over 100 ns).

. . The systems under study were Kr+Th, Kr+Au, Kr+Ag at 43 Mev/u and •

i the total energy available in each of the three center of mass systems exceeds ' .]

2GeV. '«'
I

3. Observations

We present in table 1 some characteristics of events corresponding to the

detection of ND fragments in coincidence (ND stands fer Number of Detected

I fragments in DELF and XYZT). The hihgest number of detected fragments in an \

event is 6 for Gold and Thorium targets and 5 fer the Silver target. Velocity and

Z mean values both decrease as the detected fragment number increases until

- - ND=4 for the Silver target and ND=5 for Au- and Th- target where they seem <

to remain constant. ' ;

Figure 2 shows (V=laboratory velocity, Z«atomic number) contour plots

and Z spectra of events where 3, 4, or 5 fragments were detected fer the three

studied systems. Especially for the ND=3 case we distinguish three regions.

Firstly a pro jectile-like fragment domain with a relaxed Z-tail, then a region cor-

responding to the fission of target-like nuclei and an intermediate zone. These

* domains are not equally populated which indicates that, at least for the low- • I
j '

/ est numbers of detected fragments (3,4), very different reaction mechanisms are (
J^ - present. The Z-spectra show a reduction in the detection efficiency fer atomic ' v

H^ numbers below 10.

4. Event partition with relative velocity analysis

Our prime preoccupation was to separate the different mechanisms present

in the data. This was first done via a global variable analysis using the relative

velocities between fragments (VnI — \vt — Vj|), which we will discuss now. Y;

and Vj are absolute velocity vectors of detected fragments i and j . The relative • ,

' velocity between two fragments allows identification of two-body Coulomb-like '

process. A peak at V^i = 2.4 cm/ns for the Gold target case (*) would indicate

a fission process of a target-like nucleus whatever the chosen frame for Vj and * "-* <

' v,-. However this quantity is not sufficient to separate this fission process from

other mechanisms.

v i
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Therefore, to have a complete overview of relative velocities for all event»,

we have defined a variable, Y(3/3), calculated with the relative velocities in each

event.

4.1. RELATIVE VELOCITY ANALYSIS FOR ND-S CASE

For eventt where three fragments have been detected in coincidence, Y(ZfZ)

it defined at the dispersion of relative velocities with respect to their mean and

minimum values in an event by event analysis :

Y(ZfZ) m< Vrel > -Vretmin

with < Vrel > is the mean value of the three relative velocities in a given event
and Vrelmin is the minimum relative velocity in the same event. The minimum
value was chosen as a reference for Y(ZfZ) because of the characteristic peak of
two-body Coulomb-like processes which is the lowest relative velocity value.

Figure 3-a presents bidimensional plots Y(ZfZ) versus relative velocities of
the detected fragments for ND»3 and for Kr+Ag, Au and Th systems. For each
event, a large value of Y(ZfZ) indicates a wide dispersion of relative velocities
which suggests sequential processes. On the other hand, a low value of Y(ZfZ)

denotes a low dispersion which is an indication of a common source for all de-
tected fragments. An illustration of this is shown with (V, Z) plots in the upper
part of figure 3 where ND=3 events are presented for the three studied systems.

The events leading to y(3/3) > 2.5 emfnt are associated with fission frag-
ments of a target-like nucleus and a fast forward projectile-like fragment in co-
incidence (3-c). K(3/3) < 2.5 cmfnt events are connected with a more compact
zone (3-b) which it the one mainly populated in ND=5 or 6 events.

4.2. GENERALIZATION TO ND>3 EVENTS

The ND=3 case has shown that y(3/3) variable is related to the impact

parameter : peripheral events lead to large Y"(3/3) values, central events (or at

least "less peripheral events") lead to small Y*(3/3) values. With three detected

fragments we deal with three relative velocities. But when the number of detected

fragments increases, the value < V^j > —V^imin becomes meaningless due to

the number of relative velocities involved in each event. To apply the same

successful method to higher ND events, the detected fragments for ND>4 had

\
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been considered in sub-groups of three. In each sub-group the variable y(3/3) has

been calculated with V^j and Vr»imi« of the sub-group in order to know whether

the concerned fragment! present a low or high relative Telocity dispersion. As

an example, ND»4 events will lead to six relative velocities between fragments,

four sub-groups of three fragments, and thus four y(3/3) values. For any event

the 2.5 cm/ns test is applied to each of the ^(3/3) values and if all r (3 /3) values

are lower than 2.5 cm/ns, we say that its relative velocity modulus present a low

dispersion. This generalises the simple ND=3 analysis to higher ND values.

The Y(3/3) selection on ND«3,4, and 5 Au events is presented in figure 4
through several fragment characteristics. Spectra, of relative velocities, compo-
nent along the beam axis of the event recoil-velodty :

and emission angle in the laboratory of detected fragments are shown.

The data are separated in three groups : top) none of the Y*(3/3) in the

event is lower than 2.5 cm/ns, middle) some but not all of the Y(3/3) in the

event are lower than 2.5 cm/ns, bottom) all the Y(ZfZ) in the event are lower

than 2.5 cm/ns.

* I The "top" case (not populated for ND>5) corresponds to a peripheral pro-

cess where almost all the matter is detected. For ND«3 the process has been

. described in paragraph 4.1, for ND=4 it agrees with fission of a target-like nucleus

^ associated with fisrion of a projectile-like fragment. In both ND categories the

^ fast fragment(s) is(are) peaked in the forward direction while the nuclei issued

from the target are almost at rest in the laboratory frame. The double two-body

- Coulomb repulsion process represents 0.5% of all recorded ND=4 events.

The "middle" case (absent for ND=3) is a situation where a target-, a for-

ward projectile- and a low mass and intermediate velocity «one are populated.

The characteristic relative velocity peak at 2.4 cm/n* is present for ND=4 and

the recoil velocity spectrum peaks around 85% of the center of mass velocity for

both ND values.

A two-body Coulomb repulsion mechanism is unable to describe the case

where the relative velocities present a low dispersion. In this case ("bottom")

the relative velocity spectra and the emission angle spectra are identical for

the different ND values while the parallel recoil velocity spectra peaks at a fixed
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: The sums run over the number of fragments in the studied event, vector

\ and P||*** are respectively the perpendicular and the parallel momentum of the

| itk fragment in the considered frame and R measures the amount of entrance

momentum transfered into the perpendicular direction. For an isotropically ex-

panding system with N particles the R ratio is equal to unity. If flow into the

transverse direction easts R is larger than 1.

For each event, the calculation of transverse and parallel momenta is done

in a frame the velocity of which is the event parallel recoil velocity (vt|). The

detected light particles are not included in the sums of the variable formula, which

run over N=ND. Bidimenrional spectra of momentum parallel and perpendicular

components to the beam direction for Kr+Ag1 Au, and Th are shown in figure

5. The Th-case is almost identical to the Au-one and large »*mp± values are

measured associated with low tvmpi values. The Ag case does not reach as

large sump± values but rather larger sump^ values are detected for ND > 4 as

value whatever ND. The disappearance of the fait foimrd component of fragment

production confirms the coherence of our central event selection for all ND values. ;

AU these facts allow us to conclude to a common origin for these central events J

irrespective of ND value.

The method has been applied with success to Ag and Th targets. The same

conclusions are derived for the three cases ("top", "middle*, "bottom") which

indicates that this frame independent method is also target independent. The

recoil velocity spectra of the different ND categories for the "bottom" case peaks

at 75%, 75%, and 85% of the center of mass velocity for Th, Au, and Ag targets

respectively.

In order to discuss global behaviour of detected multifragment-events, we

will look at their momentum space distributions. \

4.3. MOMENTUM REPARTITION

A method to study the momentum repartition in a frame between two or-

thogonal directions is to calculate the event degree of isotropy. This global

variable is measured by the ratio (T) :

U
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compared to heavier target systems. Especially for the Au and Th targets two

contributions are visible. The peak at large «umpg corresponds to peripheral

reactions, this contribution disapears as the frame independent Y"(3/3) criterion

is active (all 7(3/3) lower than 2.5 cm/nt).

The percentages of events satisfying the "central event" condition are given

in table 2 where it is shown that they represent the majority for the two heaviest

targets.

The cross section of detected "central events" are also given in table 2. The

values are not corrected by detection efficiency. A erode geometrical correction

(50% of AK of geometrical efficiency) , not taking into account thresholds and

recoil velocity effect, leads to multiply the presented vaines by 8,16,32, and 64

for ND=3,4,5, and 6 respectively.

5. Central event characteristics

We will now focus on central events, the peripheral events being treated in

another article (*). We have seen in the previous section that events leading to

all y(3/3) lower than 2.5 cm/ns present a strong similarity whatever the ND

is. This allowed us to conclude to a common origin for these central events

irrespective of the ND value.

In figure 6, (V,Z) plots of central events are presented for ND*4,5-Th, -Au,

and -Ag targets where we notice that the intermediate tone is largely populated.

The Z-spectra are shown for ND=3,4 and 5 and they present a two slope shape

due to the presence of target remnants for some detected events. Although

high ND are observed, the global features of these events, presented in table 3,

show that a fraction of Z is missing. We notice a remarkable constancy of the

percentage of detected -Z relative to the entrance channel for each ND-category,

whatever the choosen target which prove that the lightest target system is "as

well detected as" the heavier ones for central collisions. For ND>4, the majority

of the involved matter was detected.

Because the percentages do not take into account the light particle emis-

sion by pre-equilibrium and by evaporation, the amount of information obtained

through the detection of fragments is probably even bigger than the presented

numbers. In order to estimate the amount of undetected matter involved in

evaporation and pre-equilibrium processes, we performed a calculation whose re-

8
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tultt are presented in table 4. In the calculation, based on a quan-fusion procew

(*) followed by a desexdtation chain through particle evaporation, "the partial ;

momentum trautfer is due to a partial man transfer from the (smaller) ptojec- :}

tile to the (larger) target, each transfered nudeon having, in average, the same

momentum". A1^, the number of escaping projectile nucléons, and E* ,the exci-

tation energy, ure deduced from the measured recoil velocity (massive-transfer).

Neglecting the Q value, the excitation energy is given by :

E* at y/ET Ek - Er

where Er and Ey are respectively the recoil energy and the beam energy in I

MtVJu. The residual atomic mass of the quasi-fusion nuclei after the desexdta-
tion chain is obtained from the assumption of a 15 MeV removal per evaporated )

- - nucléon, i.e. : ,
E*

•Are» = (-Atom + ^tWf it — ̂ *r«)(l — -7?)

These results are compared to the mean total detected atomic mass for
different ND categories, deduced from table 3. Beside the fact that the results
presented in table 4 are mean values and are extrapolated to their limit of validity,
especially for the almost symétrie system Kr+Ag, the residual mass indicates, in
average, that for ND > 4 the undected part could be explained by evaporation

! and preequilibrium processes. !.

We will now restrict ourselves to ND > 4 events where the majority of the '•

' • involved matter has been detected. In figure 7 we present sumpx versus «vmpg
% spectra for the three studied systems and for ND>4,5. The correlation between

^ the two variables can be seen from these bidimensional plots. Jl « 1 events

, lie on the diagonal line (*ump±=*ump^). The majority of events leads to JZ

values lower than 1, some of them meet the isotropic criteria and reach large R

values for the two heaviest targets, while for the Silver target high Revalues are
underpopulated.

We question ourselves is this difference between the studied systems due to
our experimental apparatus ? <

6* Experimental acceptance filter , ,_

In order to characterize the effect of detection cuts (angle, atomic number

and velocity), we performed simulations for the systems Kr+Ag and KrH-Au.

PE-I



The goal of these simulations is not to describe the data, but, rather, to look kt
variable reliability.

Our main hypothèses are ; i) fragments are produced by a single source.

The momentum distribution of this source is given by » gaussian distribution of

transfered momentum (mass) percentage relative to the entrance channel cen-

tered on 75% (<r = 3%) for the Au-target and 85% (<r s 5%) for the Ag-target.

U) gaussian multiplicity (m) distribution centered on 8 for the Gold and Silver

targets («r s l ) . ni) masses of fragments are given by a randomised partition

of a segment whose lengh is equal to the total mass minus the preequUibrium

corresponding mass. This implies choosen m values include m& heavy fragments

(Z > 6) and mj light fragments (Z < 5). Ur) fragments momenta, are given by

randomising the source phase space ( i a) with an equal weight for available states.

Each generated event is composed of detectable fragments. These are filtered
(effect of detection cuts) and they are separated in "detected" or "undetected11

categories. We then retain only the events where four fragments have been
detected (ND = 4). We took ND « 4 detected events as an example and,
evidently, our conclusions are also valid for ND > 4.

With these hypotheses, the produced "detected" events present- the same

characteristics as the central event data for both targets. The low detection

efficiency for Z < 8 fragments is mainly responsible for the undetected part while

the global behaviour of fragments with Z > 8 remains unchanged as compared

to original distributions.

To show if B, *«mp||, and sump± variables are affected by the experimental
filter, we will present the comparison, for each ND»4 event and for both sys-
tems, between detectable values and detected values. For the detected value, the
calculation is done, for each event, with the ND detected fragments. For the
detectable values, the calculation is done, for each erent, with the mj, detectable
fragments (i.e. the ND detected fragments plus the (mi-ND) undetected frag-
ments).

We have checked that the JVD = 4 trigger does not change the global shape

of each presented variable spectrum when compared to all generated events.

ND = 4 detected fragment trigger is thus well representative of the complete

sample of generated events.

In figure 8 the effect of detection cuts, for ND=4 and for both targets, is

10
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presented with bidimentional plots of detected value? verms detectable val

for **»mpn and sumpx and a profile spectra for Jt It appears that the three

presented variables are not heavily affected by the undetected part for both

systems.

7. Discussion

From paragraph 5, we have seen that large R values arc due to large «nmpj.

vdues. A JZ > 1 value means that a large part of the entrance channel parallel

momentum has been transformed into the transverse direction.

The process responsible for Urge êumpx values involves almost the whole
system and its absence for the Kr+Ag system could be explained by simple JOSS

section consideration. We present in table 5 the reaction cross section (") , the
geoi&etrical overlap cross section and the JS > 1.25 measured cross section (not
corrected by detection efficiency) for the three studied systems.

The ratios of geometrical overlap cross section (££• * 16 J , **£ « 1.5) are

identical to the ones concerning the R > 1.25 date (&£ * U , ^ » 1.75).

This could mean that the process responsible for the JZ > 1.25 detected values is

present in the three systems and the need of complete overlap is responsible for

its absence for the almost symétrie system.

In the following, with the use of mean values of some characteristics of N D M
events for Kr+Ag, Kr+Au, and Kr+Th systems, we will try to demonstrate that
the global behaviour of detected events remains the same for the three studied
systems.

The calculation of mean values of event characteristics is done in V ( 3 / 3 ) , M C

bins ranging from 0 cm/ns to 5 cm/ns (so for all ND=4 detected events).

y(3/3)m«, is the largest value of all the Y(ZfZ) calculated in each event. This

variable is the upper limit of relative velocity dispersion in each event and, as

mentioned in paragraph 4, is an estimation of the impact parameter : large val-

ues are connected with peripheral reactions while central reactions lead to small

^ ( 3 / 3 ) « . , values.

In figure 9, we present, for the three target-systems, some of these mean

values, meftn parallel recoil velocity, mean total atomic number of light parti-

cles detected in the forward direction, mean isotropy ratio, and mean value of

11
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forward/backward total detected Z in each event recoil frame,

«/«•/«tee •

For all systems and for Y"(3/3) decreasing we obtenred :

- < V̂K > decreases from 100% of center of man velocity for peripheral

collisions to 70% for lower Y(ZfZ)1^, values.

- < 2 %i > increase* which indicates a rise of the number of pie-equilibrium

particles. This confirms the recoil velocity behaviour.

- < R > increases and reaches values well above the isotropic emission

criterion which corresponds to a large total transverse momentum.

- < Zjor/Zuc > spectrum indicates an evolution from Zu^ml^ur^ «t values

(peripheral collisions) to 100% (central collisions). This allows us to conclude to

a loss of entrance channel memory for the lowest Y(ZfZ)n^9 values.

The identical global behaviour against impact parameter for the three sys-

tems indicates the existence of a process, for central collisions, which gives rise to

large total transverse momentum. This process, characterised by a random mass

repartition and an anisotropic momentum shape, gives evidence of dynamical

properties and can be explained by compression effects. The need of complete

overlap to achieved dynamical effects could be an explanation for its absence for

the Kr+Ag system.

8. Conclusion

We have studied the Kr+(Ag, Au, Th) collisions at 43 MtV/u by analynng

heavy (Z > 6) fragment coincidence data. Velocity and atomic numbers of

detected fragments were measured and due to a combination of low thresholds

and selective trigger mode we were able to identify high number of fragments

in coincidence. The number of detected fragments reached 6 for the Gold and

Thorium targets and 5 for the Silver one. With an analysis based on relative

velocities we were able to perform a partition among the detected events and

reach a first order measure of impact parameter.

Almost complete detection of the involved matter has been achieved for

peripheral collisions. For central collisions, with a selection on high numbers of

detected fragments in coincidence, the complete detection of heavy fragments

(Z > 6) is also completed.

12
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Precise values of excitation energy, in central collisions, cannot be related
to measured parameters without any assumption. But it is dear that values as
large as 6 MeV/u are reached for whom total vaporisation of the system does not j
occur. This large excitation energy is dissipated in an antsotropical mode and i
large values of transverse energy, connected with low values of parallel energy, ;

have been detected for the two heaviest systems. The process responsible for
large transverse energy, which takes place for low impact parameters, show dear
evidence of dynamical effects. A difference in the space momentum repartition
between the Kr+Ag system and the other ones has been observed and the absence
of high transverse energy for the almost symétrie system may be explained by
the need of co••.-•* riete overlap for its appearence. We have checked that the
experimental act *]>»ance does not change heavily the above condusions. »

The authors want to thank Dag Horn, of Chalk River Laboratories (AECL),
for fruitful discussion during the achievement of this work, the staff of GANIL
for the quality of the beam and the hdp in data acquisition (more than 400
parameters), and the technical staff of CRN and LPC for the "built and set-up*
of sophisticated detectors in the NAUTILUS chamber.
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Table 1

Characteristics of events corresponding to the detection of ND fragments in co-

incidence for the three studied systems. For each target and each ND category

the mean atomic number, the mean Telocity of the detected fragments and the

total number of recorded erents are presented.

Kr+ Ag

<2>
<V> (cm/n$)

Number of event»

ND = Z
14.
4.0

294,607

ND « 4
12.
3.9

14,685

JVi?«5
U.
3.8
332

JVD - 6
-
-
-

kr + Au
<Z>

<V> (cm/n»)
Number of event»

JVi? « 3
21.
3.3

1,142,321

JVi? « 4
17.
3.1

120,095

JVi? « 5
15.
3.1

8,770

JVD - 6
14.
3.1
356

Kr + fK
<Z>

<V> {em/n»)
Number of event»

JVi? s= 3
27.
3.4

188,162

JVD « 4
19.
3.1

16,627

JVD « 5
16.
3.0

1,417

JVD s 6
15.
3.1
87

ri
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Table 2
Percentages of events satisfying the "central event" condition relative to all de-

tected eventi for each ND (number of detected fragments per event) category

and for the three studied systems. Cross sections of detected central events are

given in parenthesis.

J

Kr + ..
ND~ 3
M? » 4

ND « 6

Ag
75% (25 mi)
50% 10.8 mb)
26% 10.01m*)

—

Au
73% (73 mb)
81%
78%

8.3 m*)
0.6 mb)

62% (0.02 mb)

Th
52% (153 mb)
77% (15.4 mb)
80%(1.6mt)
63% (04)8 mb)

* > " -



TableS
Total amount of detected information for each ND (number of detected fragments

per event) category and for the three studied systems. The mean total atomic

number and the mean total momentum along the beam axis of the detected frag-

ments (assuming an A/Z ratio identical to the one in the entrance channel) axe

presented. The percentage is relatire to entrance channel total atomic number.

Mean numbers of coincident light particles are also presented with the mean

total-Z detected in the "MUR" multidetector. < J\r > md < £ Zi > are not

corrected for detection efficiency.

Kr+ Ag

ND = 3
JVD = 4
JVD = 5

HEAVY
<£Z> <

39. (47%
45. (54%
50. (60%

FRAGMENTS
I £ Pill > (MtV/c)

I 10,560.
I 11,430.
I 12,550.

LIGHT
<N>

2.3
2.4
2.3

PARTICLES
<3CZ|>

4.4
4.4
4.5

Kr+ Au

ND = 3
JVD = 4
JVD = 5
JVD s= 6

HEAVY FRAGMENTS
< £ Z > <IX>MI> (MeVIc)

53. (46%) 8,593.
64. (56%) 10,220.
73.
80.

63%
70%

11,770.
13,020.

LIGHT PARTICLES
<N> < Y,%t >

2.1 3.8
2.1 3.7
2.1 3.5
2.0 3.5

Kr+ Th

ND = 3
JVi? = 4
JVD = 5
JVD = 6

HEAVY

57. (45%)
69. (55%)
80. (63%)
87. (69%)

FRAGMENTS
|DpR|>(MeF/c)

8,950.
10,410.
12,050.
13,080.

LIGHT
<N>

2.0
2.0
1.8
2.1

PARTICLES

3.5
3.3
3.0
32
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Table 4
Estimation of the mean amount of matter which could give rise to multi-fragment

production (calculation) compared to detected values. A9^ represent» the pre-

equilibrium total atomic number, E' the excitation energy of the Tfiwin*i»g man

after the pre-equilibrium proceu, and .Arc. the total residual atomic number after

the de-excit*tion process through evaporation.

Kr + ..

Ag
Av,
Th

CALCULATION
Aw E*

22
28
27

9.9
7.4
6.8

O Art»
58

128
158

ND-3
81

120
117

<T.A>
NDmA

92
128
140

ND «5
100
155
MM

* i
u
".'4
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Tables
Reaction crow section, geometrical oreriap cross iection and JS > 1.25 measured

cross section.

cross section
REACTION
OVERLAP

R > 1.25

Kr+ A§
4080 m»
7.9 mi
0.5 mb

Kr+ Au
6050 m»
128.5 m»

8m»

Kr + Tk
8400 m»
195.1m»

14 m»
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Figure captions

'-} FIGURE 1 : Experimental set-up (one of the DELF modulus has been ' :
removed in this artistic view to show the target). Z > 6 fragment geometrical
acceptance is 50% of Ar.

FIGURE 2 : (V1Z) contour plots for all detected events sort out values of
number of detected fragments (ND). Z spectra are also shown. One event gives
ND entries into each plot.

FIGURE 3 : Relative velocity selection for ND«3 events. In the
{Y(Z/Z),Vrel) plots (a), one event gives one Y(3/3) value and three Vrtl val-

- . ues for ND=3. (V, Z) plots are presented under V(3/3) > 2.5 an/tu (c) and
y(3/3) < 2.5 cm/nj (b) condition».

FIGURE 4 : Relative velocity analysis. Comparison of fragment charac-
teristics for different ND-value events. The spectra, have been normalised to a
fixed value, and the recoil velocity is presented in center of mass velocity scale
for better comparison.

1 FIGURE 5 : *ump± versus «umjty for all detected events in a A.MeV/c
/ scale (i.e. divided by the detected mass for each event). ,

-v • 't
^ FIGURE 6 : (V, Z) contour plots for central évente (Y(ZfZ) < 2.5 cm/ns

% criterion) for ND==4 and 5 (number of detected fragmente). Z spectra are also
shown. One event gives ND entries into each plot.

K
FIGURE 7 : sump± versus tumpi for ND=4 and 5 central events (in each

plot the solid line corresponds to isotropic emission case).

FIGURE 8 : Effect of detection cuts on physical observables.

'• FIGURE 9 : Mean values of fragment characteristics against Y(ZfZ)^^ '
taken as measure of the violence of the collision. All évente with four de-

, tected fragments are presented. Fragment parallel recoil velocity (9-a) , total * • -
atomic number of light particles detected in the forward direction (9-b), for-
ward/backward total detected atomic number (9-c), and isotropy ratio (9-d).
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